Abstract. Energy and wave function are the heart and soul of Schrodinger quantum mechanics. Electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS) so far provides the most stringent test for quantum mechanical models (theory, basis sets and the combination of both) through observables such as binding energy spectra and
INTRODUCTION
Structure dictates function. Nowhere is this more apparent than in biological systems (Pratt, 2006) . Noble Laureate Francis Crick indicated: "if you wish to know function, study shape." This is particularly true in the study of biological systems, such as genetic materials, proteins and enzymes.
Many biological phenomena can be traced back to fundamental properties of molecular components.
For example, the base of the famous Watson-Crick DNA structure discovery (Watson & Crick, 1953) is the insight into the structure of genetic material, e.g., DNA, at molecular level. Shape (structure) determines whether the atoms that can form bonds to the atoms of another molecule are in close and amino acids, are fundamental to the understanding of complex structures such as proteins, drug discovery and even in novel electronic and optoelectronic devices based on or modified by molecular species.
Electronic structure is central for the properties of a system built up of atoms, such as molecules, liquids and solids. A fundamental understanding of the electronic structure in small molecules and fragments is crucial for the understanding of many-atom systems, such as drugs and proteins. It is also the microscopic origin of such macroscopic properties as well as chemical bonding mechanisms and to certain extent, chemical reactions. Three-dimensional (3D) geometries primarily determine the shape of bio-molecular systems but do not explicitly provide information about distributions of the electrons and it is the distributions of electrons which are responsible for chemical structures, properties and reactions (Wang, 2007a) . For example, adenine and unsubstituted purine (Saha et al, 2007b ) have almost the same purine ring with nearly identical purine ring perimeter, R<5 ).
However, they are simply different molecules with very different properties. The electronic structure of these molecular systems is usually described in terms of molecular orbital theory, i.e., the interaction of independent-particle configurations (McCarthy, 2001 ).
Spectroscopy provides a close link between detailed electronic structures and processes. Rapid are not yet fully understood, as calculations far from trivial are necessary. In the most recent photoabsorption spectra of small amino acids in gas phase (Plekan et al, 2006) , the observed results were semi-empirically assigned for the core ionization potentials (IPs) by subtracting the number of 2.6 eV from the DFT calculated core energies. A simple mean for the IPs was employed using the B3LYP and RHF orbital energies without any rigorous scientific basis in a spectral analysis of L-alanine (Mochzuki et al, 2001 ). Very recently, the O-K, N-K and C-K ionization spectra of polycytidine (Magulick et al, 2006) were analyzed semiempirically without a support from solid quantum mechanical calculations. The assignment for the N-K spectrum of cytidine (Magulick et al, 2006 ) was found to be incorrect (Wang, 2006b ; Thompson et al, 2007) , which has been supported by the observation of a very recent soft X-ray experiment of DNA bases and base dimmers (Harada et al, 2006 ).
The centerpiece of Schrodinger quantum mechanics is energy and wave function. Unlike the energy, quality of wave functions is usually assessed indirectly through other measurable molecular properties and qualitatively by electron density contours. Molecular wave function anisotropy has been a great challenge to quantum mechanics, which does not automatically guarantee the angular behavior of the electronic wave functions, particularly in the long-range region (McCarthy and Weigold, 1991 No single process is best for all purposes in biochemistry. The large existence of conformers and tautomers in bio-molecules makes the uniqueness and complexity of these systems. In such species, compounds and fragments interact in a defined arrangement with not only the chemical composition,
but also their precise stereochemistry. In addition to their biological significance as building blocks of peptides and proteins, amino acids and DNA/RNA fragments are interesting species from a chemical point of view. For instance, the conformational flexibility associated with their backbone and side chains produces many local minimum structures on the torsional potential energy surfaces of amino acids. As energy barriers associated with these conformational changes are typically large, these amino acids generally exist as single conformers. For other molecules, these energy barriers are quite small and isolation of a specific conformer is difficult. The conformational variety of amino acids is, however, imperative in determining the 3D structure of proteins and thus controlling their dynamics.
In computational biochemistry, if the phenomena such as explicit bond breaking and formation in an enzymatic active site are concerned, accurate quantum mechanical methods must resort. These phenomena are usually highly localized, and thus only involve a small number of functional groups, usually in vacuum (isolation) or surrounded by a dielectric continuum that mimics bulk solution effects (Raber et al, 2003 ). Ionization energy is a useful property to study the mechanism of photoactivation when a bio-molecule or drug is ionized by the radiation and the electron is taken up by the target compound (e.g. a nucleobase), with subsequent rearrangements, fragmentations, dimmerizations, and other reactions (Raber et al., 2003) . As a result, laser spectroscopy (such as EMS) and theoretical methods (such as DSA) will continue to demonstrate a great potential to elucidating the structures and dynamic of these bio-molecules.
In this article, the application of theoretical electron (momentum) spectroscopy, using dual space analysis (DSA, Wang, 2003 ) is reviewed. The focus is placed on the applications of the DSA into study isomers including tautomers and conformers which largely exist in biological species. It is not the intention (and not possible) of the article to cover all areas in the applications of EMS.
ELECTRON MOMENTUM SPETROSCOPY
It was suggested that the (e,2e) reaction could be employed to probe electron orbitals of many electron systems (Baker et al, 1960) . Ortho-normal orbitals of a molecule can be extracted from the experimental data of electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS) using a statistical inversion procedure to reconstructing the single-particle density matrix from experiments (Nicholson et al, 1999; Schmider et al, 1993) in the ground electronic state. EMS is based on a kinematically complete measurement of the differential cross section for ionization on an electronic many-body system. Electronic states of the ion produced are resolved by the experiment. The differential cross section for ionization scanned at the difference between the initial and final electron momenta and energies, is very sensitive to the energymomentum density. EMS is therefore the measurement of the momenta or velocities of electrons in a sample.
Ionization process provides rich information of the electronic structure of the target. The focus is a simple direct ionization process where most of the energy of the incoming electron is converted into the energy of two fast emitted electrons, and the kinematics of the incoming and outgoing electrons is completed determined. Hence, the ionization collision process is described as (Weigold and McCarthy, 1999) , where the subscripts 0, s and f label the momenta k and energies E of the incident, slow and fast outgoing electrons, respectively. The binding energies (or ionization potentials) of orbital i can be obtained using energy conservation of the process as (Weigold and McCarthy, 1999) ,
while the momentum conservation gives,
The ionization energies and recoil momentum are related to observed kinetic energies and momenta, respectively and are the quantities measured by EMS. Vibration and rotation states are not resolved but averaged (Weigold and McCarthy, 1999) . By careful kinematic arrangement in the experiment, such as non-coplanar symmetric kinematics (McCarthy and Weigold, 1991) by setting up 0 = 0^ =6*2 = 45 °, in combination with appropriate experimental energy and momentum settings.
which is particular sensitive to probe structural information (Chen and Zheng, 2000) , the relative azimuthal angle (4) is varied so that the recoil momentum is given by (Weigold and McCarthy, 1999) .
The theory of EMS is developed fully (Weigold and McCarthy, 1999 
The overlap of the residual ion and neutral wave functions is known as the E)yson orbital (McCarthy, 2001 ). Applying weak-coupling approximation, the overlap is related to the orbital on which the ionization occurs.
^EMs °^l\<f>j(p)\^dn Dyson orbitals may be also approximated by Hartree-Fock orbitals and Kohn-Sham orbitals (Duffy et al, 1994 , Gritsenko et al, 2003 . For sufficiently high impact energies, the PWIA is a good approximation for valence orbitals in ground electronic states of molecules, as confirmed by a recent EMS measurement for NNO (Khajuria et al. 2003) . Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the total electron density is measured in EMS as the sum of the E)yson orbital densities, which establishes a strong relationship between the exchange-correlation potential of the weak coupling approximation to the quasi-particle equation and that of exact DFT (McCarthy, 2001 ).
Electron momentum spectroscopy has been very attractive to quantum chemists due to the uniqueness of detection of both energy and orbital. However, further application of EMS has been largely limited by its low coincidence count rate and poor energy resolution (currently 0 Electron momentum spectroscopy has been applied to study bio-molecules such as glycine (Neville, et al, 1995; Falzon and Wang, 2005) , the smallest amino acid, and most recently tetrahydrofuran , the sugar moiety of DNA and RNA as well as formic acid monomer and dimmer (Nixon et al, 2007) . However, following the theory of EMS (Weigold and McCarthy, 1999) as well as the pioneer work of Coulson (Coulson and Duncanson, 1941 , 1942 , 1943 
and vice versa. The Fourier transform provides a unique relationship between momentum space and position space representation of a particle. If ^(x) is normalized then <I'(p) is normalized, j Y * {x)nx)dx = jo * (pJOipJdp, = 1
Position and momentum are complementary physical variables, product of which has dimensions of the Planck constant, which is the wave-particle duality of the uncertainty principle. A wave of definite wave-length represents a particle with definite momentum. The experimental revelation of the 
APPLICATIONS TO MOLECULES
Orbital momentum distributions (MDs) not only quantitatively assess the accuracy of the orbital wave functions of a particular quantum mechanical model (theory and basis set) by agreement between the simulated and the measured in a range rather than at the equilibrium, but also qualitatively provide chemical bonding information when combined with the orbital electron density contour plots in position space. For example, if an orbital does not have any node (n=0) in position space, the bond is likely formed by s-electrons which in momentum space usually gives a half bell shaped momentum distribution. This is the case in atomic species, but for molecular species, an anti-bonding orbital such as the Ibug orbital of diborane ) may result in nodal planes. If the orbital has one node (n=l) the bond is likely formed by p-electrons, which in momentum space gives a bell shaped orbital momentum distribution. A large class of bio-molecules, such as amino acids and nucleobases, consists of first and second row elements dominated by s and p electrons. As a result, the chemical bonding picture can be recognized by the shape of the MDs of an orbital. In this section, we provide some examples focusing on ionization spectra and chemical bonding mechanisms using DSA.
Orbital Based Quantum Chemistry Model Assessment
The quality of a DFT model has been shown to depend on the functionals and basis sets applied, the properties compared, and the molecules studied. For example, the study by Perdew and co-workers (Burke et al, 1994) showed that none of the commonly used functionals satisfies all the known exact conditions, and that it is not clear how violations of these conditions will affect the quality of the Apart from DFT functionals, basis set dependence is another issue. In many quantum chemical calculations, there exists a dogma that higher levels of theory automatically produce more reliable results, and that has led to use the largest basis sets possible. This too needs to be examined (Klein & Mottola, 2006) . Information concerning the likely accuracy of a specific basis for a particular property is essential in order to judge the adequacy of the computational method and, hence, the soundness of the results (Davidson & Feller, 1986) . In quantum chemical calculations, the fact that the GTOs can lead to the evaluation of the two-electron integrals more efficiently than with STOs, makes GTOs more widely used in computational chemistry. As a result, the majority of DFT performance studies have mainly been undertaken with GTOs and rarely with STOs .
Properties of molecules in the systematic assessment of quantum chemistry models are largely geometric and isotropic at the equilibrium, even though some studies assessed more anisotropic it was found that performance of quantum mechanical models and basis sets is also orbital dependent.
As a result, conclusions drawn from HOMO or LUMO may not be applicable to other orbitals of the same molecule.
There is no systematic assessment of DFT functionals and basis sets for properties, such as orbital 
Outer Valence Orbitals of Normal Butane Conformations
Isomerization process including conformational and tautomeric processes is one of the most important but most challenging processes associated with bio-molecules. The large existence of conformers in bio-molecules makes the uniqueness and diversity of these systems. In these species, compounds and fragments interact in a defined arrangement with not only the chemical composition,
but also their precise stereochemistry. One of the challenges in conformational analysis is that there is no single approach which is best for all purposes (Wiberg, 1993) . Small and subtle energy differences 
Orbital Response to the Cj Conformers of Glycine
As the smallest naturally existing amino acid, the conformational behavior of glycine has brought many challenges to experimental and theoretical investigations. The ability of glycine residue to generate flexible dihedral angles in protein structures has proven difficult for many methods.
Theoretical studies have found as many as eight minimum-energy conformers present in the gas phase (Csaszar, 1992) , although only a few of these conformers have been observed experimentally due to their thermal instability (Stepanian, et al, 1998) . We recently examined four glycine conformers The calculated binding energy (ionization energy) spectrum of glycine (Falzon and Wang, 2005) using various quantum mechanical models compares favorably with the observed using PES (EClasinc, 1976) and EMS (Neville et al, 1996) , as indicated in Table 1 In Fig. 6 the orbital MDs of six outer most orbitals of the four Cj glycine conformers are presented.
No all of the outer most valence orbitals are affected by the rotations of related single bond of glycine.
It is seen that two orbitals, 4a" and 3a", which exhibit Ti-bonding nature as shown in the orbital electron density distributions in the middle (4a"), do not change significantly in orbital MDs.
However, almost all orbitals with a' symmetry, including the HOMO (16a'), next HOMO (15a'), 14a'
and 13 a' demonstrate conformer related changes. As a result, the orbital MDs are very sensitive to the in-plane a-bonding of the Cj glycine conformers, whereas the out of plane Ti-bonds remain little affected.
Orbital Signatures for Adenine Tautomers (Base)
The , not all the in-plane a orbitals exhibit significant changes with respect to the mobile proton positions. The a (i.e., a') orbitals vary more significantly toward the inner valence shell, whereas the n (i.e., a") orbitals (bell shape) remain almost unchanged. Interestingly, the outermost orbitals, i.e., 6a" (HOMO), 29a' (HOMO-1) and 5a" (HOMO-2), do not exhibit significant impact on the proton relocation as they (HOMO and HOMO-2) are dominated by n orbitals. The phenomenon that the frontier orbitals are not always the most active orbitals in reactions has also been calculations. This orbital differentiates the behavior of the four adenine tautomers caused by a proton transfer, indicating that proton transfer is not a small effect affecting only outermost valence orbitals but may have profound effect on the entire electronic structure of the species.
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Ade-i9N Ade-i7N Fig.8 Orbital MDs in momentum space and corresponding orbital electron charge distributions of the 25a' orbitals of the four adenine tautomers. This orbital (25a') has been identified as one of the important signature orbitals responsible for the tautomerism of adenine.
Diagnostic of the Most Populated Conformer of Tetrahydrofuran (Sugar)
Structural variability and flexibility of bio-molecules such as DNA/RNA are related to their biological functions (Saenger, 1988 Cs conformer of THF C2 conformer of THF and theoretical EMS study , the configuration of Ci was found to possess imaginary frequencies so that this conformation was excluded from the candidate conformers. Fortunately, due to the point group symmetries of the C2 and Cs conformers, the highest occupied molecular orbital To resolve the valence space structure of THF, it is critical to further explore the structure and function relationship for this sugar prototype. However, due to experimental difficulties, the outer valence space of the THF conformers has not been fully revealed by EMS measurement at the moment and further experiment with higher impact energies and better resolution is undertaking. From our previous experience in 1,3-butandiene (Saha et al, 2003) , it is likely due to thermal motion at the temperature under the experimental conditions (usually room temperature), the pseudo-rotation puckering of the sugar ring could be possible in gas phase. As a result, the Cs and C2 conformers of THF may co-exist in a dynamic balance which can further complicate the experimental signal analysis.
We therefore, have taken theoretical examinations on the orbital based behavior in the outer valence (Saran, 1998) .
One of the methods in medicinal chemistry over the past several years is to construct "drug-like" small molecules or ligands (Ohlstein, et al, 2000) . In a search for novel compounds for genotype- Ground electronic state configurations of glycine and L-alanine indicate that three more molecular orbitals (MO) are in L-alanine than in glycine: one in the core space and two in the valence space (Falzon et al, 2006) . From our previous work on L-alanine and glycine, we are able to determine which groups of orbitals are responsible for the glycosyl fragment, for the methyl fragment and for the interactions of the two fragments, approximately. Here we extend this method to study the association of canonical L-phenylalanine (Phe-X, ^A), L-alanine and benzene. Figure 13 gives the core orbital energies of the three species generated using the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G model. It is interesting that the core orbital energy patterns of Phe-X and L-alanine are very much assemble, whereas the core orbitals of benzene are very much "degenerate", which in fact, split into a 1,2,2,1 fold of four lines with better resolution which will be discussed further elsewhere . From this figure, it is learned (1) the L-alanine "fragmenf contributes to the apparently split into a core orbital energy band of the phenyl fragment of Phe-X, due to the symmetry lowing as a result of the interaction with the alanine fragment; (2) chemical shift in core orbital energies indeed provides some useful information related to the chemical environment of a particular element.
In the valence space, similar to L-alanine, glycosyl and methyl (Falzon et al, 2006) , the valence orbitals of Phe-X can be divided into alanine related (group I), phenyl related (group II) and mixed (group III) orbitals. Figure 14 
